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*2002* debut release. As seen on Bravo's "Queer Eye for the Straight Girl", Hyaline was a Top seller on

CD Baby during March '05 - New release "Schema" available here as well..This is their debut release.

Fans of TOOL, RASPUTINA, FLOATER - Try these guys. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK:

Goth Details: hyalineband// schema-music// 818-723-7600 Aaron Broughton - Bass, vocals Dan Fowler -

Drums, percussion, vocals Danny Timko - Lead vocals, guitar, percussion Additional instrumentation -

Violin, flute, female voice Hyaline combines the sounds of guttural guitars, spine-vibrating bass, and

driving drum rhythms with the haunting tones of violin, flute, and operatic vocals, the blending of which

gives Hyaline a signature sound that has been described as "a hypnotic and tribal soundscape with a

heavy edge." Combining hard rock influences with World music instrumentation proved to be a wise

investment and resulted in a completely different sound. Hyaline consists of Danny Timko, Dan Fowler,

and Aaron Broughton. Metal and punk influences build the foundation of the band's compositions. These

three have played, recorded, and toured together with a variety of bands. Although these bands received

label recognition, it wasn't until the addition of violin, flute and other world music instrumentation that their

sound in their minds began to take shape. Hyaline has now become what is described as one of the

industry's more "intelligent" rock bands. Blending a rich background of classical violin and flute with

agressive sound experimentation has taken Hyaline beyond the boundaries of modern rock. It is an edgy

and beautiful mix that at one moment brings out the "urge deep inside to mosh" and the next moment

finds you "...seduced by the sensual sound of a Siren's song." After playing to a packed house for their

CD release party at the Roxy on Sunset, Hyaline continues to build an impressive following throughout

California from San Diego to San Francisco. Hyaline is currently in discussions with several major labels,

and video production has begun for the song, "Candy Jar". This is only the beginning for this

groundbreaking and innovative new band.
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